This paper analyses ways in which traumatic material has been displayed in medical exhibitions and the use of age restrictions in museums. Museum workers face the difficult task of exhibiting material that could be psychologically traumatic for certain visitors, and this is particularly the case for medical museums, given that the raison d'être of medicine is to fight diseases, ima ges of which it is not pleasant to see.
The global trend for museums to show not only aestheti cally attractive exhibits but also difficult aspects of his tory has led to many challenges for exhibitions, inclu ding the display of unpleasant images. Museums face a conundrum. How can they display traumatic material without compromising the exhibition's integrity and the storyline, while ensuring that the museum remains aesthetically attractive and accessible to visitors of dif ferent age categories? Today, this problem, of a conflict between museum workled and ethicsled approaches, identified back at the end the twentieth century (Mensh 2018, p. 194) , is becoming increasingly relevant, and concerns not only exhibitions, but also the media, so cial networking sites and advertising materials (Calain 2013, p. 278-280) . For medical museums, this dilem ma is twice as relevant, given that the raison d'être of medicine is to fight diseases. However, not every visitor finds realistic visualisations of disease pleasant.
In this respect, Mihail Chemiakin's memories of visiting the Russian Museum of Military Medicine as a child are illustrative: "But apart from the main building entrances, where you could warm yourself up, there was another rather unusual place on Zago rodny Prospekt: the Museum of Military Medicine, part of the Military Medical Academy (there was also a hospital there, where our military of different ranks and titles were treated). You entered the museum from Zagorodny Prospekt, and -the most important thing for us about this museum -entry was free. Even so, there were never any visitors in the deserted halls of that museum apart from my little sister and me. Actually, sometimes some military doctor would hurriedly usher through a crowd of buzzcut new recruits, lumbering in their artificial leather boots, not keeping them for long in front of the stands on venereal diseases, evidently hoping that the sight of these waxworks, vividly sho wing the stages of the destruction of the nasal cartilage, nasopharynx and private parts, would put the young de fenders of the motherland off casual relationships for a long time. Shocked by what he had seen and heard, one newbie rushed to the exit, the heavy doors slammed, and my sister and I were left alone among the natura listic waxwork horrors representing the faces of people suffering from leprosy or disfigured by haemorrhagic smallpox, armpits and groins with plague buboes, and feet and hands ulcerated by various diseases. In display cases, under glass, grinned the surviving parts of skulls from the time of the Napoleonic Wars, demonstrating various bullet and fragment wounds. Gathering dust in one of the cases was a display of ears of wheat being 'eaten' by stuffed animals from the rodent family, who were leaving plague bacteria on the ears and grains. My cleanlinessobsessed sister was particularly struck by a prominently displayed trench soldier's shirt, absolutely riddled with lice. Her interest in the museum exhibits was genuine, and this no doubt played no small part in the fact that she went on to work for many years as a nurse in hospitals in Russia and France, caring for people who were dying. After wandering these halls for a few minutes, you could understand why, despite entry being free, people were not exactly flocking to that mu seum" (Shemyakin 2017, p. 115-117) .
We have allowed ourselves this lengthy quotation to show that in this case, the museum had two key func tions: to provide illustrative material for training pro fessionals, and to serve as a means of outreach among a relatively narrow military audience. Clearly, a modern museum cannot always afford to work for such a narrow professional audience.
Exceptions to this are specialised university museums, where, following Giovanni Battista Morgag ni, "Mortui vivos docent" -"the dead teach the living". Examples are the Museum of Pathological Anatomy in the corresponding department at the K.I. Skryabin Moscow State Academy of Veterinary Medicine and Biotechnology, the Museum of Pathological Anatomy at the Chita State Medical Academy, and numerous similar educational museums, aimed almost exclusively at students and teachers.
Here, though, the aim is different: to show future doctors everything a nonmedic would rather not think about. And the more realistic the exhibit, the better the material is taken in. An "open to all" policy may be commercially successful, as can be seen in the con tinued public interest in the travelling "The Human Body Exhibition", the collection at the Federal Patho logicAnatomical Museum in Vienna ("the Madhouse Tower"), the Corpus "journey through the human body" Museum near Leiden, and even the customary view of the Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography primarily as the Kunstkamera, -i.e. Dr. Ruysch's cabinet of "alcoholpreserved freaks in jars".
Friedrich Schiller wrote on the attractive power of horrible things in On the Tragic Art (1792): "It is a phe nomenon common to all men, that sad, frightful things, even the horrible, exercise over us an irresistible seduc tion, and that in presence of a scene of desolation and of terror we feel at once repelled and attracted by two equal forces" (Shiller 1957, p. 41) .
Consider another observation by Mihail Chemiakin: "For my sister and I, like other children of the war, who had grown up among the ruins of destroyed buil dings and country houses of Königsberg, among Sovi et soldiers and German residents, adults and children, maimed in the war, who had stumbled across dried out corpses, who had played with skulls and bones (some of us had been killed, blown up by grenades and mines found in the dust), for us, it was not scary in that muse um" (Shemyakin 2017, p. 117) .
However, the public today, despite the popularity of the idea of inclusion, are not always ready to take in true images of diseases and injuries.
What, then, can museums do to resolve this im passe? This problem has already been discussed in the professional community (Opyt predstavleniya... 2017), but we would like to focus not so much on the mor al and ethical aspects of exhibiting traumatic material as on the technical side -how to display such exhibits in an exhibition most effectively. At the same time, the practical importance of such an approach should also be borne in mind: in recent years, Russia's lawmakers have shown great interest in age ratings and restricting children's access to traumatic material.
1 In fact, from a pedagogical point of view encountering difficult sub jects develops empathy in children and helps them to grow up (Golitsina 2012) .
The simplest approach -restricting entry for chil dren in the first place -is not ideal, as it either scares off visitors with children, or, on the contrary, attracts those who are underage like a showing of an adultson ly film. Furthermore, such an approach may go against the museum's mission. Such an arrangement may work sometimes, but this requires taking account of such agebased zoning at the museum concept and building planning level, complicating the task of the architectu ral design of the exhibition and the museum building, which is not easy anyway (Lord B and Lord GD 2002, p. 153 ). An example of such division can be found at the Copernicus Science Centre in Warsaw, where subjects unsuitable for children under 14 are in a separate area.
Sometimes the exhibition's storyline or the building's architecture does not allow such a separate area to be created and the agerestricted elements then have to be incorporated into the overall picture. The Warsaw Rising Museum uses special stands designed to look like con crete blocks to show potentially traumatic photographic material. As these are more than one metre high, and the material is set out horizontally, it is not physically possible for little children to see such displays.
The museum also has a special area for displaying documents on executions and mass graves. This section is designed to look like a field morgue (Grinko 2017) . To see what is inside, visitors have to enter it. Parents can decide whether to let their children do so.
The Solidarity Museum in Gdansk shows video foot age with scenes of violence from crackdowns on mass demonstrations in Poland in the middle of the exhibi tion, but restricts access to them. The video screens are located in the driver's cab of a Polish special operations unit lorry from the early 1980s. To view it, visitors have to climb inside up some high steps, which a teenager on their own can do, but a small child cannot.
This approach, involving physical effort, is not en tirely new. For example, it was used at the "Forbidden Art -2006" exhibition, organised by Yuri Samodurov and Andrei Yerofeyev, where visitors could see works of art through small openings, reachable only by climbing some small steps.
Similar approaches are sometimes used to show spe cific items that can be damaged by sunlight. For examp le, at the "Royal amusing fires: Festival culture in the 18thcentury Russia" exhibition at the Tsaritsyno Mu seumReserve in Moscow engravings were displayed behind special curtain blinds; original eighteenthcen tury calligraphy is displayed in a similar way at the Shanghai Art Museum.
At the Katyń Museum in Warsaw, a sheet of metal with a peephole at an adult's eyelevel has been used to hide one of the displays. This part of the exhibition was dedicated to forensic medicine: the exhumation of the corpses of Polish prisoners of war in 1943.
At the Bundeswehr Military History Museum in Dresden, these two approaches are combined. Here, the theme of death and mutilation in war, such as fa cial injuries, which impressionable visitors find partic ularly offputting, have their own separate section, and the exhibits are not immediately visible: to see them, visitors need to open special shutters. This calls for a certain amount of physical effort, meaning that the re striction on access is based not also on height, but also on physical development. The section shows not only the physical aspects of military injuries, but also the psychological side.
It is worth looking separately at how the museum has addressed the subject of mutilations and amputations, which are inevitable in any military conflict, in its exhi bition space. Against a backdrop of abstract outlines of people, including children, various prosthetic limbs are shown in separate display cases, making the traumatic material more abstract, but no less impactful.
The aforementioned Solidarity Museum uses a sim ilar approach of partial separation: photographs of the bodies of dead dissidents can be seen only by opening special shutters too high for a child to reach. In this case, the section is not distinct from the rest of the ex hibition.
Let us now turn to the use of visual images of disease and patients, including symbolic ones.
In the fungi section at the Museum of Natural Scien ces of Barcelona, fungal diseases are illustrated with a fragment from Pieter Bruegel the Elder's paint ing The Beggars, which, it is believed, depicts a group of unfortunate people suffering from gangrenous ergotism (Saint Anthony's fire), caused by the consumption of ergotcontaminated grain.
Discussing the relativity of aesthetic values in On Ugliness, Umberto Eco writes that "in such cases we unhesitatingly recognize ugliness and we cannot trans form it into an object of pleasure. So we can understand why art in various centuries insistently portrayed ugli ness. Marginal as the voice of art may be, it attempt ed to remind us that, despite the optimism of certain metaphysicians, there is something implacably and sadly malign about this world" (Istoriya urodstva 2007, p. 436) . Following in the footsteps of numerous artists, Eco sees ugliness as a human drama.
In our view, one of the ways to overcome excessive naturalism, or "the museum's sin of hyperrealism" (Shola 2013, p. 153) , when it comes to medicine is to visualise disease symbolically.
There are numerous ways to do this: art therapy, mod ern art, ethnomedical material... The projective tech nique of art therapy ("draw your illness") has become a commonplace, bringing tangible results. It is not un common for effective symbolic illustrations of particular illnesses to be drawn by artists who suffer from them and have personal knowledge of the problem. For example, the series "Toby and the Monsters" (2010) was a cathar tic process for Toby Allen, with the artist aiming to help people to connect with their inner world.
2
The overall winner of the Wellcome Image Awards 2017 for the best scientific image was a series on Crohn's disease by an artist with the pseudonym of Spooky Pooka. This is a rather gloomy, and simultaneously au tobiographical, series of six images visualising the fear ful world of a patient with an incurable condition: Hoc est corpus meum ("This is my body"), Quod me nutrit me destruit ("What nourishes me also destroys me"), Et in Arcadia ego ("Even in Paradise there is death"), Nullam dolorem sentire ("No more pain"), Nemo liber est qui corpori servit ("No one is free who is slave to his body"), and Dolor hic tibi proderit olim ("Someday this pain will be useful to you").
3
Anton Zhavoronkov has effectively visualised speech disorders through typography.
4 Modern "social diseas es" such as "selfiephrenia" are humorously depicted in cartoons by Oksana Semenova.
5 Such approaches do not just qualitatively alter the exhibition space, but also lay the foundations for various sociocultural projects such as art therapy sessions or different programmes associated with storytelling, including visual.
One of the most impressive visualisations of both a terrible disease, in the form of a clawed monster and its conquerors -the patient and the team of doctors -was created by Halyna Zubchenko and Grigory Prishedko in a mosaic entitled "Victory over Cancer" on the ped iment of the National Cancer Institute in Kiev in the early 1970s.
Unfortunately, wonderful anthropomorphic folk images of diseases and therapeutic amulets are more likely to be found in ethnographic museums than in medical ones. They include Tajik lukhtak dolls -fam ily and personal charms -, Enets spirits of diseases, and Russian fever dolls, Georgian batonebi -"red masters" -mythical personifications of children's infectious diseases, and Nanai, Ulch and Oroch heal ing spirits -ongons and seveks (Ostrovskiy 2009 ). Folk medicine and remedies are generally derided by modern medicine and medical museums, but centu ries of experience of understanding, dealing with and fighting diseases that could affect anyone should not be ignored. Furthermore, such an approach allows a medical museum to present some local features, thus making it more than just a narrowly professional in stitution. Even death, our inevitable end, has been perceived in different ways in different eras. For example, death for the Victorians was associated with numerous rituals, including postmortem photography. Today, such pho tographs are shown in museums, such as the Museum of World Funeral Culture in Novosibirsk, where visitors can even get photographed with mannequins in a simi lar photo session. "Morbid, sick and mentally unsound is how people today most often view these postmortem photographic plates, more than a hundred years old, as they shudder with revulsion, and with a fear that is not always conscious -reacting very similarly to how peo ple in the reign of Queen Victoria reacted to sex. <…> At the same time, death presented no mystery, except in the sense that death by its nature is always a mystery" (Gor 2011, p. 361) .
The vast wealth of mythology associated with the most universal symbol and "eternal subject" (Etingen 2009 , p. 523) -our own body -can and should be ex hibited in museums directly concerned with it -mu seums of medicine, anatomy, sanitation and hygiene, health, first aid, hospitals, epidemics and pandemics.
It is worth looking separately at humour as an im portant tool in modern museum exhibitions (Grinko 2017 ). This means not only humorous depictions of dis eases, although this approach also merits attention, but the antistress aspects of exhibitions that help visitors to get a more positive experience out of the museum.
Humour -both specific professional humour and patient humour, including that which has entered the popular imagination thanks to cinema and televisioncan help to overcome the "traumatic" subjects of med ical exhibitions; after all, as it says in the comedy The Pokrovsky Gate (dir. Mikhail Kozakov, 1982) , "the sick have great team spirit". Therefore, displaying material with different age designations in a permanent exhibition is fully achiev able, and requires merely intelligent spatial planning. In addition, such innovations may have a positive im pact on the museum as a whole: any restrictions en courage creativity and design, as well as the desire to investigate. As such, any concealed item in an exhibi tion may prompt visitors to investigate what else the museum has to offer. However, it is necessary to have a clear idea of the exhibition's goals and objectives and to take account of its target audience, and to use this in deciding how much traumatic material to display, and how to go about it.
